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NEW SPECS ANYONE?
No, not machine specs. We mean glasses for kids and we were pleased to help the launch
of the new JCB kids glasses at Specsavers at their Manchester Fort store in April. Our 3CX
Backhoe Loader modelled its very own pair of JCB glasses to help promote the new range
which includes Joey JCB and JCB with tyre tracks aimed at 4 - 8 year olds. Lots of children
had their faces painted and then had selfies with the 3CX with the hashtag #digthelook.
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PEOPLE NEWS
A sustained period of growth has led to many employment opportunities in all areas of our business.
We’re delighted to welcome the following new members to the Gunn JCB team:

A JCB Kids’ competition for the best selfie was won by Renia Marek who won a set of JCB
overalls, a cap, a ride-on toy and 4 tickets to Gulliver’s Kingdom in Matlock Bath.

WELCOME
2017 has started well and a high
level of confidence prevails. The
construction industry is growing,
fuelled by a strong house building
sector. With housing stocks at an alltime low and plans to build one million
new homes in the UK over the next
few years, this is set to continue.
The economy is on a solid footing
as the Brexit negotiations begin in
earnest and we are in exciting times as
the UK forges a new relationship with
Europe. It is also very exciting times
for all at Gunn JCB as we embrace an
ever increasing range of brilliant new
products from JCB.
The all new JCB access platforms give
us a massive opportunity with some
existing customers but also opens up
a whole new marketplace. This 27
model line-up, combined with Gunn
JCB parts and service support, is a
real industry game changer.
With new JCB DieselMax engines,
a new 18m HiViz Loadall, new Tier
IV Final Hydradig and new wheeled
loaders, there are lots of opportunities
for growth.

JOINT CHARITY EFFORT

FOR NSPCC
Gunn JCB aims to support the fund-raising efforts of the NSPCC at every opportunity,

so it was with great pleasure that we joined forces with JCB to host a lunch for the Briggs
Conference at JCB HQ in Rocester in January. Our good customer, Briggs, was kind enough
to donate the value of the lunch to the charity following a successful event.

Employee

Depot

Job Title

Charlie Jacob Goodyear

Longridge

Apprentice

Simon David Tunnicliffe

Stoke

Field Service Engineer

Damon Breen

Hilton

PDI Operative

Stuart David Lyes

Hereford

Field Service Engineer

James David Nairey

Altrincham

Apprentice Engineer

Marsala Guiseppe

Altrincham

Field Service Engineer

Andrew Shepherd

Altrincham

Field Service Engineer

Matthew Bayley

Altrincham

Improver Engineer

Claire Griffiths

Group

Service Administrator

Kimberley Latham

Altrincham

Service Administrator

Heidi Leah

Altrincham

Service Administrator

Lee Knott

Group

Sales Administrator

Klaire Wildman

West Bromwich

Office Administrator

Nicola Van Den Berg

National Service Department

Invoice Administrator

Amy Dyas

West Bromwich

Trainee Parts Person

Andrew Hayes

West Bromwich

Service Engineer

SALES TEAM EXPANDS
Jon Moss, Generator Sales

We were pleased to welcome Jon to our growing sales team in March 2017. Prior to his
appointment at Gunn JCB, Jon worked as the sole Director for AECI UK Ltd for 12 years in the
computer networking and digital sector and before that, he worked in sales for Midlands-based
Westfield Sports Cars; a leader in the specialised motor sports sector. He’s very excited to work
with Gunn JCB and particularly on the generator range which is going from strength to strength;
“I can see the massive influence that back-up generators will have in the future. With the
increase in population and decrease in excess electricity, the demand for back-up power will
only grow. The advent of the Inteli-Hybrid range shows that JCB is leading the way in green,
fuel-efficient and quiet solutions as part of its comprehensive range.”

Thank you for helping us to get off
to a good start. We look forward to
helping you to make the rest of 2017
a great time for your businesses.

Jim Rotchell, Waste and Key Accounts Sales
An apprenticeship in the plant sector and full-time work in the parts department of a machinery
dealer was excellent grounding for Jim Rotchell, our new Waste and Key Accounts Salesman,
in his bid to move into machine sales. Prior to joining us here at Gunn JCB in March 2017,

Paul Hartshorn
Managing Director

Jim worked in general construction sales for Aquila Construction and also at TDL Equipment
where he sold into the waste, scrap and quarrying sectors. At Gunn JCB, Jim gets the
opportunity to sell the full range;
“The range of machinery available – especially for the waste and recycling sectors – is hugely
Pictured above: Yvette Henshall-Bell (Group Managing Director - Global Key Accounts at JCB World Headquarters),
Gary Clements (Strategic Development Director at Briggs Equipment UK Limited) and Mark Roberts (Sales Director at Gunn JCB).

impressive and when combined with the excellent service and back-up in place at Gunn JCB
I believe we have a really compelling offer for customers.”
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SHREWSBURY DEPOT VISIT

HEREFORD TO JCB HQ

OPEN DAY
Blue skies and warm weather greeted

before enjoying a BBQ. Jon Wheeler, JCB Finance’s Regional Manager, was also present and

our customers when we threw open our

spent the day advising customers about the current offers.

Hereford depot’s doors back in April.

Many customers tested their mini excavator operating skills by participating in our ‘hook-a-duck’

We were delighted to welcome new faces

driver challenge. If you would like to be invited to our next open day or would like more

and old and walk them round a full range of

information on any machine displayed on the day, please contact our Hereford depot on

JCB machinery including: an impressive line-

01432 269304 or email: enquiries@gunn-jcb.co.uk.

The Parts Department at our Shrewsbury

customers in these areas which is also giving them a chance to get to know our customers

depot organised a visit with a difference for

better. To make the introductions and explain our thinking, we laid on a visit to JCB which

local customers back in December. This was

included the full VIP treatment – a tour of the production line and presentation in the theatre,

a great opportunity to extend hospitality

followed by lunch. During the afternoon, staff from JCB delivered presentations about the

whilst having the chance to explain a new way

benefits of choosing genuine parts and were able to field questions from customers. The format

of distributing parts in the locality. The core

worked very well and we’ve received very positive feedback from both customers and JCB staff.”

customer in the Shropshire and Mid-Wales
territory is typically an owner operator with 1
or 2 machines. To ensure that this group has
regular and convenient access to genuine JCB
parts the Gunn JCB parts vans have been
stocked with a new inventory of consumables
and spares and visit dedicated areas on given
days, irrespective of whether they have parts

up of compact excavators, the JCB Hydradig,

orders for the area.

a 525-60 Hi-Viz Telehandler, 3CX Compact

Andy Jones, Parts Supervisor, explains why

and an all-new JCB Access Platform.

it is important to offer a focused service;

Our visitors were able to walk round all the

“We know that customers don’t always have

machines and ask questions to our sales team,

time to visit us, so we are taking spares to
them. Two of our parts men, Stuart Hilditch
and Adrian Turner, are now proactively visiting

JCB WASTE & RECYCLING EVENT

KEVIN QUARRY
Gunn JCB took customers from the

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

waste and recycling sector to JCB for
an industry specific event in May which
included a demonstration of the full range
of Wastemaster machines including the:
JS160W, JS370, JS20MH Material Handler,
437HT Loading Shovel, 110w Wastemaster
Hydradig, 5CX Wastemaster, TLT 35D 4x4
Teletruk and 560-80WM Loadall. A range
of industry specific crushers and screeners
from leading manufacturers and specialist
attachments was also on display to ensure

20th & 21st June

8th & 9th July

15th & 16th August

the day was most useful for the attendees.
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NEW PRODUCTS
KNOWLEDGE IS POWER

NEW RS RENTAL GENERATOR RANGE

As ever with JCB, the pace of new product development continues
at a blistering rate. Over the next few pages, we are showcasing
the ever increasing range of brilliant new products from JCB.

FEATURES
• Stage IIIA emissions-compliant engines as standard to meet legislation.
• Heavy-duty corrosion resistant steel canopy protects the whole generator.
• Large lockable doors on each side of an RS generator provide easy and secure access to key service points.
• Large 24-hour fuel tanks as standard or 48-hour tanks to reduce filling intervals.

The JCB Power Generation range has just grown again with the introduction of the JCB RS rental generator range which offers British-built quality

• Durable bunded base with 110% overfill capacity to reduce site contamination in the event of a leak.

and an innovative, efficient design that ticks all the boxes for reliable power. With models from 19kVA – 1250 kVA, the new range is durable and

• Oversized fork pockets with large rubber buffers protect the base frame.

reliable and each generator is built with premium engines to ensure the most efficient power supply.
JCB recognises that every application is different so the versatile RS Rental range offers prime, standby, load share or auto start power, making sure
the right solution for every application is always available.

BUILT TO LAST

SAFE OPERATION

• Every JCB rental generator is housed in a robust canopy or containe

• There’s a locked access door to keep the distribution panels,

made from heavy-duty, corrosion resistant steel. This protects your
investment throughout a rental application, both onsite and during transit.
• There’s a heavy-duty oversized baseframe, complete with robust anchor
points so you can secure your generator properly during transport.
• Oversized fork pockets with large rubber buffers protect the baseframe
when you’re lifting the machine.
• Opt for a heavy-duty chain pull bar to give you even more ways to
move your generator on site.

sockets and busbar safe.
• For even greater safety, you’ll find an auxiliary socket box and an
MCB-protected socket box as standard.
• Fan guards and hot surface guards are fitted to the RS generator
range as standard to maintain operator safety at all times.
FUELLING PRODUCTIVITY
• We’ve fitted these generators with internal fuel fill points with high
level vents to reduce spillage and 24-hour fuel tanks as standard

MADE TO PERFORM

to reduce filling intervals. You can opt for a 48-hour tank for even

• Engines and alternators are set up to work in perfect harmony to

longer working stints.

provide a JCB generator that provides the ultimate efficiency and excellent
load acceptance.
• Because we only fit the best engines to our generators, we only use world
class componentry alongside, from suppliers like Mecc Alte and Deep Sea

• A three-way fuel valve means you can use your generator with
external or high capacity fuel tanks.
• Uniquely, RS generators have a fuel tank inspection hatch to make
life easier for operators carrying out routine checks.

Electronics. This enhances efficiency and performance.
• For extra peace of mind, our warranty is there to provide you with the
exact cover you require for your generator use.

KEEPING YOU INFORMED
• JCB LiveLink for Power is fitted as standard on all rental generators
over 60kVA to provide real-time information like fuel levels and service

EASY TO USE
• So that you can get the power up and running quickly and easily on any
site, the RS range is intuitive to use. The distribution panels, sockets and
busbar are all housed in the same place.
• We’ve made our generators as compact as possible so that you can
transport your power easily and move more units at once.
• Our clear and informative control panel provides all sorts of at-a-glance
machine information and clear prompts. To aid onsite management,
you can check the display through a window.

notifications to keep you in complete control.
• LiveLink lets you monitor and manage your generator remotely via the
web, email or phone to provide the ultimate fleet management tool.
• Get quick, easy access
to performance reports,
fault diagnostics and
more to optimise your
generator’s performance.
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ACCESS THE REVOLUTION
JCB took the market by surprise this year by launching a new range of Access machinery which has been quietly developed

over the last 2 years to meet the needs of rental companies and contractors worldwide. Initially, a range of 9 electric scissor
models has been introduced with every model certified to EN280 and compliant with the latest ANSI and CSA legislation to
ensure the highest quality. Designed using 70 years of engineering and manufacturing experience and supported by leading,
round-the-clock support, JCB aims to deliver a complete solution for Access customers.

DESIGNED FOR RELIABILITY, BUILT TO LAST
JCB understands the rental market and realises the importance
of maximising uptime over a lifetime with tough, long-lasting
components. Proven JCB features have been designed into
the electric scissors range, such as the full pivot boss design
on scissor pack, weld designs and motor protection plates.
Plus - unique to JCB - battery and hydraulic door wearpads

S1530E
Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

S1930E
280/615

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

S2032E
280/615

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

380/840

Platform Length (m)

1.64

Platform Length (m)

1.64

Platform Length (m)

2.25

Platform Width (m)

0.76

Platform Width (m)

0.76

Platform Width (m)

0.81

which support the doors’ weight when closed, preventing them
dropping over time.
EASIER TO USE
JCB also recognises the need for easy-to-use equipment to
maximise productivity. A unique gate handle instead of a push
button makes for easier and safer entry whilst a unique roller
design for the extension deck makes it easier to extend or retract.
There’s an ergonomic controller cradle for both left and right
hand use and an automotive style foot pedal for deck extension.
Everything is designed in a way that lets the operator get to site
and complete the job in hand in the shortest possible time.

S2046E

S2632E

S2646E

EASIER TO SERVICE
JCB electric scissors’ ‘easy to service’ design saves time and
money. All models have been manufactured with ease of access
not just to serviceable parts but all parts in the unit. Ground
level access to batteries and hydraulics, plus the use of high

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

550/1210

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

250/550

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

450/990

Platform Length (m)

1.15

Platform Length (m)

2.25

Platform Length (m)

2.25

Platform Width (m)

2.25

Platform Width (m)

0.81

Platform Width (m)

1.15

quality JCB parts such as filters and valve blocks, all help to keep
servicing time - and therefore costs - to an absolute minimum.
LiveLink Lite, our innovative telematics system enables remote
monitoring of equipment and alerts the user to any unplanned
movements or working outside operational hours.
SAFETY FIRST
It goes without saying that safety is a priority. JCB’s expertise
in off-highway safety systems has been built-in to their Electric
Scissor range and the machines are fitted with a whole host of
systems including: control interlocks, pot hole protection, speed
limiting at height and a load sensing system. Multiple levels of
redundancy are incorporated into the safety systems. In addition

S3246E

S4046E

S4550E

to this, steps have been taken to protect key safety componentry
from accidental damage and tampering.

For enquiries, contact John Dolphin on 07734 045700 or email: john.dolphin@gunn-jcb.co.uk

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

320/705

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

320/705

Load Capacity (kg/lbs)

227/500

Platform Length (m)

2.25

Platform Length (m)

2.25

Platform Length (m)

2.64

Platform Width (m)

1.15

Platform Width (m)

1.15

Platform Width (m)

1.25
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NEW 540-180 HI-VIZ LOADALL

BIG ON PRODUCTIVITY

SMALLER ON FOOTPRINT
A new 18-metre JCB Loadall model has extended what is already the world’s biggest range
of telescopic handlers. It boasts greater performance and lifting capability than its 17-metre
stablemate - despite being 20% smaller in overall dimensions.

SHARP PRICING
ON GENUINE JCB
WEARPARTS
plus FREE fittings

The 540-180 HiViz has been specifically built to meet the needs of rental companies and
contractors, offering reduced cost of ownership, faster cycle times and best in class visibility, with
improved lift height and increased forward reach. At just 2.35m wide and 6.26m long, it is possible
to move two machines on a single curtain sided truck or low loader, reducing transport costs.
Increased capacity
With a lift height of 17.5m, the new machine can lift a load of 2500kgs to full height and has
a maximum forward reach of 13.5m. However, at just 11,330kg it is 7% lighter than its 17m
counterpart thanks to a strengthened four-stage, chain-driven boom and improved chassis
construction. It is powered by JCB’s Tier 4 Final Ecomax diesel engine, delivering 55kW (74hp)
with no requirement for Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) or Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) additive,
reducing operating costs.

Quick specs
• 5% improvement
in lift height
• 10% greater
forward reach
• 50% lower SAE
serviceability rating
• 50% service cost
saving over 1,000 hours
• 20% faster cycle times

20%

OFF toeplates
and selected
replacement
parts

Whilst saving bucket-loads
Offers are available until 30 June 2017
The offers are valid from 01/04/17 to 30/06/17 (or while stocks last) from participating JCB
dealers. JCB and/or the JCB dealer reserves the right to withdraw, alter or decline any
product from sale or any offer without prior notice. These terms do not affect your statutory
rights. All prices are based on RRP and are subject to VAT.

For more information, please contact your local Gunn JCB representative.
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AFFORDABILIT Y

FROM

+VAT PER WEEK

Tel. 01889 506826 www.jcb-finance.co.uk

FINANCE

UK business users only. Terms apply. JCB Finance Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (Firm Reference Number 708332).

1. Contact your local Gunn JCB depot
2. Choose your tyres from our extensive
range of JCB Sitemaster and Michelin tyres
3. Book a fitting time & location that suits you
4. Place your order and relax!

Altrincham
Longridge
Ruthin
W. Bromwich
Stoke
Shrewsbury
Hereford

GUNN JCB

0161 941 2631
01772 782051
01824 702686
0121 500 1720
01782 744943
01743 444695
01432 269304
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RUTTLE PLANT
Headquartered in Chorley, Ruttle Plant is one division of the wider Ruttle Group that offers a range of services including: contracting, recycling,
aggregates and haulage. The plant hire division carries a large inventory of the newest, most technologically advanced machines available and
prides itself on procuring the safest machines on the market.
With three depots in the UK in Lichfield, Chesterfield and Chorley HQ, plus two further branches in the USA, the company has recently
upgraded its fleet with a range of machines from Gunn JCB. The deal included a mix of machines designed to appeal to the company’s broad
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OUR FIRST
ACCESS EQUIPMENT CUSTOMER
Briggs Equipment has become our first

Over the past five years Briggs has seen a marked increase in demand for scissor and boom lifts,

customer for the brand new range of JCB

largely driven by more stringent legislation to promote safety when working at height.

Access equipment with an initial order for

Briggs Equipment’s National Rental Manager, Allan Parsons, says: “From building contractors

10 units which will drop straight into their

“In the past we’ve bought many JCB 3CX’s but recently we’ve bought a really mixed fleet of JCB machines. Richard Hadfield from Gunn JCB really

and heating engineers to commercial window cleaners and security installers, more and more

short-term rental fleet. Cannock-based

looks after us well and our customers ask for JCB so we have bought these to ensure we have the right machines for our customers.”

businesses are engaged in day-to-day tasks that involve working at height for short periods. For

Briggs Equipment is a long standing customer

many of them, hiring in quality equipment in good condition on flexible contracts will be the

of Gunn JCB and is a provider of unique

most cost-effective way of getting the job done.”

range of customers: a TM 320 Wastemaster, 4 x telehandlers, 2 x Vibromax rollers, 2 x 13 tonne tracked excavators, 2 x 8 tonne excavators and
9 front tip dumpers. The majority of the machines have been delivered to the Chesterfield depot. Gareth Ruttle from Ruttle Plant buys machines
from a range of manufacturers and is impressed with the service from Gunn JCB;

engineering and equipment solutions to
customers, including the JCB Teletruk.

“JCB has a deserved reputation
for well-engineered products that

The company now has the accolade

are built to cope with the toughest

of becoming the first business to add

challenges, so we had no hesitation

the JCB scissor lifts, articulated boom

in adding its new electric scissor

lifts and telescopic boom machines to

lifts to our equipment fleet.”

its portfolio in order to fulfil flexible
short-term hire contracts.

JS
EXCAVATOR
HEADS FOR THE FALKLANDS
Of the latest JCB excavators to leave the
yard here at Gunn JCB, one is destined for
the Falkland Islands for our client Interserve
Defence. On arrival in the British territory,
the huge JS330 excavator (which has been
supplied with a crusher bucket and four
quarry buckets), will be put to use by the
British military.

Briggs Equipment is our first customer to offer JCB’s new access equipment on flexible short-term hire contracts.
Pictured (left) are Allan Parsons, National Rental Manager at Briggs Equipment and Mark Roberts, Sales Director at Gunn JCB.
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SERVICE ENGINEERS

KEEP VEOLIA TICKING

PREVIOUS

HISTORICAL
LINKS
CELEBRATED WITH LARGE ORDER

Veolia is one of the leading players in the

Ridgway Rentals of Oswestry is a family-

Grant Elmes, Logistics Manager in Southwark, commented:

Ridgway Rentals’ Managing Director, Stuart Jones said:

resource management sector in the UK.

owned, plant hire company with over half a

“We have two Gunn JCB engineers that support us on-site with our JCB machines. I cannot

“We have a long and proud history with JCB and Ridgway Rentals has a strong commitment to

The company provides a comprehensive

century of links to JCB. Originally trading as

commend them highly enough. They keep us up and running without fuss and nothing is too

supporting British business. The service and support we receive from Gunn JCB is also a key

range of waste, water and energy

RAJ Mechanisations Ltd, the company was

much trouble for them. They have a deep understanding of our working processes and often

factor in our decision to choose JCB.

management services designed to build the

founded by the late Bob Jones in 1961 as a

anticipate our requirements before we do. They instinctively know that we need these machines

circular economy by creating green products

dealer for JCB machines. Bob forged a strong

working round the clock and they wholly take responsibility for this. I cannot fault the service.”

relationship with JCB founder, Joseph Cyril

Ian Strachan has been working with the customer’s fleet of JCB machines since May 2014

Bamford CBE, who personally delivered one

whilst Kieron Tiller joined the Gunn JCB team in 2015 to work alongside Ian.

of the first ever JCB 7 crawler excavators

and energy from waste in order to preserve
scarce raw materials and minimise landfill
waste. Veolia operates a state-of-the-art
integrated waste management facility in

Well done to both for the excellent service you offer to customers.

Southwark, designed to sort and separate

to the business in 1964. Led by Bob’s son,
Tim Jones, the company changed course in
1977 to become a plant hirer and remains

recycling and produce a fuel from waste

one of JCB’s longest standing customers.

which is used in the production of electricity.

It has evolved into a successful nationwide,

We have recently delivered two new JCB

family-owned rental business run by the 3rd

457 ZX loading shovels with 5.3m³ buckets

generation of the Jones family. Tim’s sons,

and two JCB JS200W material handlers with

Stuart and Rob Jones, both serve on the

800 litre selector grabs to work in the facility

board as MD and Director respectively.

where they are helping to sort and handle the

The latest investment in 26 high specification

incoming materials.

excavators cements over 53 years of working

With uptime a key priority for the busy site,

with JCB. The deal includes: a JCB Hydradig,

which is open 7 days a week, the machines

10 x JS131 and 2 x JS220 tracked excavators,

are covered with full repair and maintenance

3 x JS145W, 3 x JS160W and 2 x JS200W

contracts from us. Two of our service

wheeled excavators as well as 5 of the new

engineers have been singled out for praise

generation 85Z-1 midi excavators, all of which

for their total commitment and dedication
to Veolia.

will be supplied by us.
Pictured above: Ian Strachan (left) and Kieron Tiller (right) – both service engineers at Gunn JCB.

Pictured above: Grant Elmes, Logistics Manager at Veolia, in Southwark.
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This latest investment sees us strengthen our excavator fleet with high spec JCB models which
are always well built and provide good value. Many of the new excavators do not require ad blue
and the JCB LiveLink system is extremely useful – enabling us to accurately monitor our fleet’s
performance and schedule servicing efficiently. The new JCB models look great and are fitted
with a range of options including: LED lights, durable paint work and sun visors and come with
a series of attachments including: hammers, shears and tilt rotators – meaning these machines
are well-equipped for the full range of industries we serve.”
Ridgway Rentals provides plant hire and sales throughout the UK from its headquarters in
Shropshire and has an extensive portfolio of equipment that includes: excavators, telehandlers,
loaders, dozers, rollers, skid steers and dump trucks.
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STAND-BY POWER SUPPLY FOR

LEADING MOBILE PHONE BUSINESS
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NATIONAL SERVICE DEPOT

DID YOU KNOW?
For all your needs out of our normal territory, don’t forget the Gunn JCB National Service depot. We have 15 fully JCB trained engineers

nationwide who have fully equipped service vehicles who can deal with any issue anywhere in the country. Overnight parts deliveries that arrive
on-site between 5am and 7am means our National Service team can get your machine up and running faster than ever. Supporting customers by
land, sea and air, Gunn JCB engineers have travelled as far afield as the Orkneys, Shetlands and even the Ascension Islands already this year.
The team is supported by 2 controllers: Callum Dawson – Northern Controller and Victoria Chisnall – Southern Controller.

SERVICE AND PARTS CONTACTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
UK-based BFM Staffs Ltd is a renowned,

At the heart of the G500QX is a reputable

multi-service, electrical company that provides

Scania engine and an intuitive Deep Sea

a wide range of facilities management services

Electronics control panel which works with

for clients large and small throughout the UK.

JCB LiveLink Telematics to enable remote

For their client, Brightstar, this included the

monitoring of the generator from an internet-

supply and commissioning of stand-by power

enabled phone or computer at all times.

at the company’s large offices in Crewe,

Mick commented:

Cheshire. As the UK arm of the world’s largest
specialised wireless distributor, a reliable
back-up power solution is critical. Loss of
data in the event of a power failure would be
hugely detrimental in the fast paced working
environment which involves working with the
major mobile phone brands.

Depot

Service

Phone

Parts

Phone

Altrincham

Charlotte Garmory
Altrincham and National Service Manager

0161 942 3344
07740 826196

Jane Bromfield Parts Supervisor
Phil Blundell Parts Operative
Rob Sharrock Parts Operative

0161 941 2631
(select parts)
(select parts)

Longridge

Michael Sheehan Service Supervisor

01772 782051

Jim Bruton Parts Supervisor
Matthew Eccles Parts Operative

01772 710562
07811 710562

Ruthin

Russell Allsup Parts & Service Supervisor

01824 702686
07740 826206

Russell Allsup Parts & Service Supervisor
Huw Davies Parts Operative

01824 702686
07740 826206

0121 500 1720
07794 597532

Smethwick

Richard Rowley Service Supervisor

0121 500 1720

Claire Duckers Parts Supervisor
Dean Burns Senior Parts Operative
Tony Allsopp Parts Operative
Errol Barrett Parts Operative

Stoke on Trent

Kevin Thompson Service Supervisor

01782 744943

Dave Henshall Parts Supervisor
John Lacey Parts Operative
Paul Stubbs Parts Operative

01782 744943
07740 826276

Shrewsbury

Richard Roycroft Service Supervisor

01743 444695

Andy Jones Parts Supervisor
Kirsty Tynan Parts Operative
Adrian Turner Parts Operative

01743 444695
07740 826274

Hereford

Richard Roycroft Service Supervisor

01743 444695

Justin Hughes Parts Supervisor
Chris Mailes Parts Operative

01432 269304
07811 717574

Hilton

Chris Giles Depot Supervisor

01283 734198

Chris Giles Depot Supervisor

01283 734198

Isle of Man

Dave Kelly Parts & Service Supervisor

01624 664866
07624 461436

Dave Kelly Parts & Service Supervisor

01624 664866
07624 461436

Altrincham
Service Admin

Christine Anderson

0161 942 3347

Escalation Contacts

John Hands Group Service Ops Manager
Nick Giles Group Technical Service Manager
Tim Simcock Service Director

07736 486249
07740 826234
0161 941 2631

Steve Nixon Aftermarket Director

07740 826175

“We have seen first-hand the standard of workmanship that goes into building the JCB generators
and when we did the figures it transpired that the generator would pay for itself in 3 years. The JCB
generator has enabled us to improve reliability and ensure a resilient electrical infrastructure for our
client. With JCB’s LiveLink and the knowledge and experience of the engineers, we have confidence
that if a problem does occur it will be sorted quickly and efficiently and, in most cases, before we are
even aware there is a problem. We would recommend a JCB generator every time.”

BFM Staffs prides itself on supplying the best
solution for clients. At the Brightstar site, an
additional unit was hired in to ensure power
could be supplied to all essential services in
the event of a failure. However, the latter
proved to be an expensive solution. Mick
Burgin, Managing Director at BFM Staffs
therefore looked for a new generator capable
of providing full power to the whole site if
necessary. Having undertaken work for JCB
Broadcrown, he obtained a quote for one
of the company’s new range of plug and play
generators - the 500kVA G500QX from us.
A deal for the unit, which was specified with
an Automatic Transfer Switch (ATS), was
agreed and it is now situated on the outside
of the building adjacent to the plant shed.
The optional ATS panel communicates with
the generator to start power automatically in
the event of the utility source failing.

Emergency Call
Out Service
*subject to a call
out charge

0800 0042 008*

HOME

our

depots

PREVIOUS

USED MACHINES

ALTRINCHAM
Atlantic Street, Altrincham,
Cheshire. WA14 5DN
Tel: 0161 941 2631
Fax: 0161 942 3399
HEREFORD
Twyford Road, Rotherwas,
Herefordshire. HR2 6JR
Tel: 01432 269304
Fax: 01432 273725
HILTON
Hilton Business Park, The Mease,
Derby, Derbyshire. DE65 5FJ
Tel: 01283 734198
Fax: 01283 734014

2016 - JCB 9 ton Swivel Site Dumper

2014 - JCB 437 ZX Wheel Loader

Manufacturers’ Warranty 01.11.17.
64 hours of use.

Hydraulic Euro/Volvo hitch, a/c, reverse camera.
5,666 hours of use.

£POA

£POA

ISLE OF MAN
Unit 34, Spring Valley Trading Estate,
Braddan, Douglas. IM2 2QS
Tel: 01624 664866
Fax: 01624 664888
PRESTON
Shay Lane, Preston,
Lancashire. PR3 3BT
Tel: 01772 782051
Fax: 01772 784022

2015 - JCB 535-140 Hi-Viz Telescopic Handler

2011 - JCB JS 240 LC Excavator

No AdBlue.
2171 hours of use.

3.53m dipper, 700mm track pads, good mechanical condition.
We can retrack if required. 6,500 hours of use.

£POA

£POA

RUTHIN
Celtic Works, Ruthin,
Denbighshire. LL15 1LY
Tel: 01824 702686
Fax: 01824 702406
SHREWSBURY
5B, March Way,
Battlefield Enterprise Park,
Shrewsbury, Shropshire. SY1 3JE
Tel: 01743 444695
Fax: 01743 440943
STOKE-ON-TRENT
Victoria Road, Stoke-on-Trent,
Staffordshire. ST4 2HY
Tel: 01782 744943
Fax: 01782 744713
WEST MIDLANDS
Halfords Lane, Smethwick,
West Midlands. B66 1EL
Tel: 0121 500 1720
Fax: 0121 500 1721

2012 - JCB 535-140 Hi-Viz Telescopic Handler

2013 - JCB 135 Skid Steer Loader

Air conditioned.
5,904 hours of use.

Partial cab, pneumatic tyres, GP shovel.
271 hours of use.

£POA

£19,750 ex VAT

For more information,
call Morgan Aherne on 07740 826189 or
email morgan.aherne@gunn-jcb.co.uk

For enquiries regarding any of our products featured in this publication, please email enquiries@gunn-jcb.co.uk

Find the very latest information on the JCB product range at: www.gunn-jcb.com

